
DEFORESTATION IN KERALA

Deforestation in Kerala over a quarter century () and the outbreak of Nipah Virus: an analysis using remote sensing
technology and.

Assign individuals or children to this and make them directly involved in these activities, and reward them
accordingly too. In , the Centre set up an expert panel under Gadgil following widespread concern that the
Western Ghats, which plays a key role in breaking rain clouds over the subcontinent, was shrinking due to
human incursions. Expand Consequently, the forest cover as a percentage of total land area has been reduced
from  When people use forest areas for rubber plantations, teak plantations or even tea plantations the ground
level flora is destroyed. Ample afforestation increases water retention and helps raising the ground water table.
Between and , Kerala witnessed earthquakes measuring between 0. It is also difficult to find the suitable soil to
plant saplings. Razing of mountains to the ground for construction purposes, to mine sand and laterite, and
quarrying are some of the other reasons, says environmentalist C M Joy. To be fair, a  Between and , Kerala
lost , hectares  Ramabhadran, a professor at the department of civil engineering at Coimbatore-based Amrita
University, says the forest diversion should also be seen in the background of high levels of concretization the
state is witnessing. Ramachandran of Centre for Ecological Science, IISc, states that the forest cover as a
percentage of total land area has been reduced from  The study found that 78 quarries lay within 1 km of the
epicentre of the earthquakes. But the drastic reduction in forest cover points towards the massive land use
changes in the state, said Ramkrishnan Ramabhadran, who along with senior scientist T. Geologist KG Thara,
former faculty head at the Institute of Land and Disaster Management in Thiruvananthapuram, said those who
promote unscientific development practices should be held accountable for landslides. This story is from May
26, Kerala is fast losing its forest cover: What are we doing about it? Using hilly areas like Munnar and
Parambikkulam for illegal construction purposes can also result in the loss of forest cover, Ramkrishnan feels.
According to scientists, landslides occur when human intervention â€” such as building high rises, stone
quarrying and the construction of roads â€” increases in landslide prone areas. Suchitra, a journalist who
focuses on ecology, at a seminar held on 29 April in Thiruvananthapuram to discuss, among many things, how
drought-hit Kerala is struggling to get water, even for drinking. They say prolonged and intense rainfall can
trigger major landslides in these areas, and deforestation, obstruction of streams and cultivation of crops
whose roots lack the capability to hold the soil together on slopes accelerates this process.


